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Section 8 – Other Events

Item 8.01  Other Events.

On August 9, 2005, we filed a current report on Form 8-K disclosing our entry into an Agreement and Plan of Merger with ZIOPHARM, Inc., a
Delaware corporation, and our wholly owned subsidiary, ZIO Acquisition Corp.  Pursuant to such Merger Agreement, and subject to the
satisfaction of applicable closing conditions, ZIO Acquisition will merge with and into ZIOPHARM, with ZIOPHARM remaining as the
surviving company and a wholly owned subsidiary of EasyWeb.  One of the closing conditions to the merger is that we have effected a 1-for-40
reverse stock split of our stock.  Our shareholders authorized our board of directors to effect such a reverse stock split at our special meeting of
shareholders on February 28, 2005.  

The effective date for the reverse stock split was August 24, 2005.  Pursuant thereto and on that same date, our common stock will trade on the
Over the Counter Bulletin Board under the new symbol: ESWB, with a new CUSIP number: 27784W2035.  This reverse stock split did not
affect our authorized capital, which remains at 280,000,000 shares of capital stock with a par value per share equal to $.001.  
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